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Dear Allison _ -....

Southern California Edison (SCE) is facing a tangle of regulatory obstacles that inclu NRC revi'w of the
San Onofre restart plan and a separate state investigation into who should pay for the tuble - cuipmers or ,
shareholders. There's no question SCE wants to dump the expenses on the ratepayers and taxpayers, and we
demand Obarna to intervene to make sure that SCE and its shareholders pays for everything, because it has the
deep pockets. We demand NRC to sue SCE and its CEO Ted Craver for lying and installing non-compliant
parts in the first place. Craver has overseen the loss of over $1 billion of ratepayers money, committed illegal
acts, and he wants someone else to pick up the tab. If we lied to the NRC and wasted over a billion dollars of
someone else's money, which we had a legal obligation to protect, we'd be in a federal prison for the rest of our
lives.

The reactors were shut in January, 2012 but Edison has since billed ratepayers $1 billion for them, even
though they've generated no electricity for more than a year. The utility lied and says it needs the reactors'
power for the coming southern California summer, even though the region operated just fine last summer
without them. We demand US officials to order Edison to stop gouging customers, and disgorge the $1
billion it stole from ratepayers. Obama, we do not want to see another example of government enforced wealth
and protection for the rich, poverty for the people.
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